A BO U T INK H O U S E
InkHouse is breaking the agency mold. We're making traditional media relationships relevant again. And we're breaking down
creative silos with integrated PR, content, social media, design, ﬁlmmaking and paid editorial all in one place. We value progress over
process, but we also believe in the power of measurement. We're bi-coastal, 10 years old, 100 people, and one of the fastest-growing agencies
in the country.

Founded in 2007, InkHouse's steady growth can be attributed to the company's longstanding reputation for solid PR and content campaigns, and
deep bench of experienced communications professionals, former journalists, and creative thinkers on staff. With ofﬁces in Boston, Providence,
San Francisco and New York, InkHouse is well-positioned to serve both national and international clients looking for dynamic, thoughtful
integrated communications campaigns across the U.S. market.

WWW.INKHOUSE.COM
@INKHOUSEPR
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